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Office US Season 5 UK1. Field of the Invention The present invention
relates to a technique for analyzing a situation of a camera, when it is

mounted on a movable body such as a car, and particularly to a technique
for improving a method of calculating a position in which the camera is
positioned. 2. Description of the Related Art A portable hand-held type
image recording apparatus such as a digital camera is generally a type in

which a photoelectric conversion element such as a CCD (Charged Coupled
Device) is covered with a half mirror and in which a subject image is

formed by the photoelectric conversion element on a surface of a screen
and guided as reflected light on the half mirror, and in which the subject

image is guided to an imaging lens, and the imaging lens converts the
subject image into an optical image of high resolution and transfers the

optical image to the recording medium such as a recording sheet of film or
an electronic recording medium. In such the type, since a distance between

an eye of a person and the image of the subject as seen through the half
mirror is variable, a position where the subject image is recorded by a

camera becomes various, and since a shape and a position of the imaging
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lens become also various depending upon a moving speed of a movable
body, an optimal state of the imaging lens varies. As a technique for

measuring the optimal state of the imaging lens, the following conventional
technique is proposed. When the positional relationship between the
movable body and the half mirror becomes abnormal, the state of the

movable body can be calculated from measured data of positions of the half
mirror in a time series, and the optical state of the imaging lens can be

optimized for each position of the movable body based on the result. For
example, in Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 2000-114949,
when the distance between the camera and the half mirror is varied in a
state where a personal computer is connected to the camera through a

communication line, the camera transmits a command to rotate a screen,
and when the screen is rotated, the state of a lens is estimated based on a

comparison of the rotated angle and the size of the screen. However, when
the state of the movable body is not abnormal, when
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